Abstract. It is well-known that a simplified algebraic version of the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) can be proved via direct calculation of moments, where the moments in question are expressed as sums with terms indexed by set-partitions. This line of proof also works in the framework of a non-commutative probability space, and under the weaker hypotheses that the sequence of non-commutative random variables we consider is exchangeable and obeys a certain singleton-factorization rule for expectations. Under these weakened hypotheses (which cover algebraic versions both for the classical CLT and for the CLT of free probability), the determination of the resulting limit law has to be addressed on a case-by-case basis.
Introduction
It is well-known that, on a purely algebraic level, a simplified version of the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) can be proved via a direct calculation of moments: one expresses the relevant moments as sums with terms indexed by set-partitions, and one keeps a careful record of which terms in those sums can actually contribute in the limit. This proof works without changes when one moves to the framework of a non-commutative probability space. Moreover, the argument still works when the sequence of non-commutative random variables which is considered isn't required to satisfy some form of independence, but is only required to have a weaker property of exchangeability, together with an additional "factorization property of singletons" under the expectation. A price to pay for these weakened hypotheses is that the resulting limit law is no longer universal, and its determination has to be addressed on a case-by-case basis. (In particular, this approach covers both an algebraic version of the classical CLT where the limit is the normal law, and an algebraic version of the CLT of free probability, where the limit is the semicircle law of Wigner.)
In the present paper we examine an interesting instance of this limit theorem for exchangeable sequences, which arises in the framework of the infinite symmetric group where the length ||τ || of a permutation τ ∈ S ∞ is defined as the minimal number m of transpositions ρ 1 , . . . , ρ m needed in order to achieve a factorization τ = ρ 1 · · · ρ m . The functional ϕ d is an example of "block character of S ∞ " in the sense of [4] , and is at the same time an example of extremal character of S ∞ parametrized by a very simple doublesequence in the Thoma classification of such extremal characters. A natural example of exchangeable sequence in the non-commutative probability space ( C[S ∞ ], ϕ d ) is provided by the so-called "star-transpositions" (γ n ) ∞ n=1 , where (1.3) γ 1 = (1, 2), γ 2 = (1, 3) , . . . , γ n = (1, n + 1), . . . This is a sequence of generators of S ∞ which has received attention in the combinatorics literature (see e.g. the exposition and references included in the introduction of [3] ). The algebraic CLT applies to the γ n 's and produces a probability distribution µ d on R, which is the limit in moments, for n → ∞, of the centred and re-normalized sums
The main point of the present paper is that, upon undertaking a combinatorial study of the moments of µ d , we find this probability distribution to be intimately related to the empirical eigenvalue distribution of a Gaussian Hermitian (usually referred to as "GUE") random matrix of size d × d. Our main result can be stated as follows. The convolution formula from Theorem 1.1 can be combined with known facts about the average empirical distribution of a GUE matrix (as described in Section 3.3 of the monograph [1] , or in Section 2 of the survey paper [7] ) in order to obtain further information about µ d . One gets in particular the following precise description of Laplace transform.
Corollary 1.2. The Laplace transform (or equivalently, the exponential moment-generating function) of µ d is defined for all z ∈ C, and has the explicit formula
. Remark 1.3.
(1) From Corollary 1.2 and general considerations on the Laplace transform it follows that, for d ≥ 2, the probability measure µ d is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, with density of the form (2π) −1/2 P d (t)e −t 2 d 2 /(2d−2) , where P d is an even polynomial of degree 2d − 2 with rational coefficients. 1 Some explicit formulas for densities of µ d 's, for small values of d, are shown in Remark 5.10 at the end of the paper.
(2) In the limit case "d = ∞", i.e. when in the considerations leading to Theorem 1.1 we replace 1/d by 0, the limit law µ d becomes the semicircle law, and we retrieve a result of Biane [2] .
We mention that in the same paper [2] , Biane also puts into evidence a phenomenon of asymptotic free independence, in a multi-variate version of his theorem. It would be interesting to see how much of those multi-variate considerations can be made to work in the case of a finite d.
(3) It is natural to ask what happens when in Theorem 1.1 we replace the expectation functional ϕ d by a functional ϕ : C[S ∞ ] → C coming from a more general extremal character of S ∞ . The sequence of star-transpositions (γ n ) ∞ n=1 will continue to be exchangeable in the newly considered non-commutative probability space (C[S ∞ ], ϕ), but will no longer have the singleton-factorization property. In order to understand what are the correct setting and limit theorem for this more general situation, it is likely that one needs some considerations of non-commutative dynamical systems, along the lines started in [5] .
(4) The sum γ 1 + · · · + γ n appearing in (1.4) is unitarily conjugated to the sum of transpositions (1, n + 1) + (2, n + 1) + · · · + (n, n + 1) ∈ C[S ∞ ], which goes under the name of "Jucys-Murphy element". Due to this fact, Theorem 1.1 can be re-stated as a result about the limit distribution for the sequence of centred and renormalized Jucys-Murphy elements. In connection to that, we note that the combinatorics literature around this topic [3, 6, 8, 11] includes some very precise enumerative results concerning factorization into star-transpositions -it may be interesting to see if these precise counting formulas have significant interpretations in non-commutative probability terms. * * * * * We conclude this Introduction by explaining how the paper is organized, and by giving a few highlights on the content of its various sections.
Section 2 is devoted to the review of the CLT theorem for an exchangeable sequence (a n ) ∞ n=1 which has the singleton-factorization property (the meaning of these terms is spelled out precisely in Definition 2.1). Then in Section 3 we present an explicit formula that can be used to determine the limit distribution µ in the CLT for a sequence (a n ) ∞ n=1 as above. This formula describes the exponential moment-generating function of µ in terms of some quantities ( α k ) ∞ k=1 which we call the "summed pairing-etalons" of the exchangeable sequence (a n ) ∞ n=1 we started with (cf. Definition 3.3). In the special case when the a n 's are centred (that is, they have expectation equal to 0), it comes out as an intrinsic part of the proof of the CLT that α k is precisely equal to the moment of order k of µ. However, if the a n 's are not centred (a case occurring in the present paper, where the common expectation of the γ n 's is 1/d = 0), the connection between the moments of µ and the summed pairing-etalons of (a n ) ∞ n=1 is no longer immediate. At the level of exponential generating functions, this connection can still be handled due to a surprisingly nice behaviour of summed pairing-etalons under translations, which is obtained in Proposition 3.9 of the paper. As a consequence of that, we get (cf. Corollary 3.11) the formula
where µ and the α k 's are as in the above discussion, and where α is the common expectation of the a n 's. The merit of Equation (1.7) is that it holds for general α, rather than insisting to have α = 0.
In Section 4 of the paper we return to the instance of the algebraic CLT that is the main object of the present paper: we consider the framework of S ∞ , and we verify that the startranspositions (γ n ) ∞ n=1 are indeed an exchangeable sequence with the singleton-factorization property in the non-commutative probability space (C[S ∞ ], ϕ d ). Then in Section 5 we make the connection to GUE matrices, and we prove Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2.
2. Review of CLT for an exchangeable sequence with the singleton-factorization property
We will use throughout the paper the standard notion of * -probability space -this is a couple (A, ϕ) where A is a unital * -algebra over C and ϕ : A → C is a linear functional, positive (ϕ(a * a) ≥ 0 for all a ∈ A) and normalized by the condition that ϕ(1) = 1. (See e.g. Lecture 1 of [9] for some basic facts concerning this structure.) We will work with sequences (a n ) ∞ n=1 of elements in such a * -probability space, where every a n is selfadjoint, i.e. has a * n = a n . The two properties indicated in the title of the section are defined as follows.
Definition 2.1. Let (A, ϕ) be a * -probability space and let (a n ) ∞ n=1 be a sequence of selfadjoint elements of A.
(1) We say that the sequence (a n ) ∞ n=1 is exchangeable to mean that:
(2) We say that the sequence (a n ) ∞ n=1 has the singleton-factorization property to mean that the following implication holds:
(1) Let (a n ) ∞ n=1 be an exchangeable sequence of selfadjoint elements in a * -probability space. Then the a n 's are identically distributed, which means by definition that, for every k ∈ N, one has a common "moment of order k" for all the a n 's,
is found by taking the functions I, J from (2.1) to be defined by
(2) Let (a n ) ∞ n=1 be a sequence of selfadjoint elements in a * -probability space. Quantities of the form ϕ(a I(1) · · · a I(k) ), with k ∈ N and I : {1, . . . , k} → N go under the name of joint moments of the sequence (a n ) ∞ n=1 . Thus the exchangeability condition in Definition 2.1(1) asks that "joint moments are invariant under the natural action of S ∞ ". This condition clearly reduces by quite a bit the collection of numbers that have to be recorded in order to know all the joint moments of the sequence. A concrete example: (2.1) implies for instance that one has
so the whole collection of moments indicated in (2.3) is captured by just recording one number.
(3) If a sequence of selfadjoint elements (a n ) ∞ n=1 has the singleton-factorization property, then one gets another way of simplifying the joint moments of the a n 's, for instance the joint moment on the left-hand side of (2.3) factors as
The next proposition records the useful fact that both properties introduced in Definition 2.1 are preserved when one does a translation of the sequence of a n 's. The proof of the proposition is straightforward (both statements (1) and (2) are verified via induction arguments on the length of the relevant joint moments), and is left as exercise to the reader. Proposition 2.3. Let (A, ϕ) be a * -probability space, let (a n ) ∞ n=1 be a sequence of selfadjoint elements of A, and let λ be a real number. We put b n := a n + λ, n ∈ N.
(1) Suppose that (a n ) ∞ n=1 is exchangeable. Then (b n ) ∞ n=1 is exchangeable as well. (2) Suppose that (a n ) ∞ n=1 has the singleton-factorization property. Then (b n ) ∞ n=1 has the singleton-factorization property as well.
The limit theorem that we are interested in is stated as follows.
Theorem 2.4. (CLT for exchangeable sequence with singleton-factorization property.)
Let (A, ϕ) be a * -probability space and let (a n ) ∞ n=1 be an exchangeable sequence of selfadjoint elements of A, such that (a n ) ∞ n=1 has the singleton-factorization property. We denote the common expectation ϕ(a 1 ) = ϕ(a 2 ) = · · · by α. For every n ∈ N let us put
Then (s n ) ∞ n=1 converges in moments. More precisely: there exists a linear functional µ : C[X] → C which is normalized (that is, µ(1) = 1) and positive definite (that is,
Note that the statement of Theorem 2.4 is immediately reduced, by virtue of Proposition 2.3, to the special case when the a n 's are centred (that is, the common expectation α = ϕ(a 1 ) = ϕ(a 2 ) = · · · is equal to 0). In the case when the a n 's are centred, proving the existence of the limit (2.5) boils down to an argument which counts partitions of the set {1, . . . , k}, and where only pair-partitions turn out to really have a contribution. The precise formula which is obtained in this way for the moments of µ will be reviewed in Proposition 3.5 of the next section, after introducing some additional bits of notation. For a detailed presentation of this argument, see e.g. pages 117-120 in Lecture 8 of the monograph [9] . In this section we will derive a formula for the exponential moment-generating function of the limit functional µ appearing in Theorem 2.4, in terms of some quantities which we call the "summed pairing-etalons" of the exchangeable sequence (a n ) ∞ n=1 we start with. The summed pairing-etalons are introduced precisely in Definition 3.3. In the special case when the sequence (a n ) ∞ n=1 considered in Theorem 2.4 is centred (i.e. ϕ(a n ) = 0 for all n ∈ N), the connection between the moments of µ and the summed pairing-etalons of (a n ) ∞ n=1 pops up as an intrinsic part of the proof of Theorem 2.4. If the sequence (a n ) ∞ n=1 is not centred (which is the case needed in Sections 4 and 5 below), the connection between µ and the summed pairing-etalons of (a n ) ∞ n=1 is no longer that immediate, but turns out to still be very nice, due to a surprisingly nice behaviour of summed pairing-etalons under translations. The result about behaviour under translations is given in Proposition 3.9, and its consequence concerning the moments of µ is given in Corollary 3.11.
In order to get started, we introduce some notation that helps with the book-keeping of joint moments for an exchangeable sequence, on the lines suggested by Remark 2.2(2). The natural indexing set for such book-keeping consists of set-partitions.
Notation 3.1. For every k ∈ N, we denote by P(k) the set of all partitions of {1, . . . , k}. A partition in P(k) is thus of the form π = {V 1 , . . . , V p } where V 1 , . . . , V p (called the blocks of π) are non-empty sets with V i ∩ V j = ∅ for i = j and with
A partition π ∈ P(k) such that every block V ∈ π has |V | = 2 is called a pair-partition. We will use the notation P 2 (k) for the set of all pair-partitions of {1, . . . , k}. (Clearly, P 2 (k) = ∅ when k is odd, while for k even an elementary counting argument gives
Definition and Remark 3.2. Let k be in N.
(1) The kernel of a tuple I : {1, . . . , k} → N, denoted as Ker(I), is the partition of {1, . . . , k} into level-sets of I; that is, two numbers p, q ∈ {1, . . . , k} belong to the same block of Ker(I) if and only if I(p) = I(q).
(2) It is easily seen that for two tuples I, J : {1, . . . , k} → N one has Ker(I) = Ker(J) if and only if there exists a permutation τ ∈ S ∞ such that J = τ • I.
Definition 3.3. Let (A, ϕ) be a * -probability space and let (a n ) ∞ n=1 be an exchangeable sequence of selfadjoint elements of A.
(1) For every k ∈ N and π ∈ P(k) let us denote
with I : {1, . . . , k} → N picked such that Ker(I) = π. The definition of α π is coherent: it is immediate that one can always find tuples I with Ker(I) = π, and the right-hand side of Equation (3.1) is independent of what such function I we pick, by Remark 3.2(2) and the definition of exchangeability.
(2) The family of numbers {α π | π ∈ ⊔ ∞ k=1 P(k)} introduced in part (1) will be called the etalon-collection of joint moments for the sequence (a n ) ∞ n=1 . (3) For every k ∈ N, let us consider the sum
(with the convention that α k := 0 for k odd, when P 2 (k) = ∅). The numbers α k will be called the summed pairing-etalons of the sequence (a n ) ∞ n=1 . Example 3.4. In Remark 2.2(2) we looked at the common value of the joint moments ϕ(a i a j a i a k ) with i = j = k = i in N; this is now recorded as the value α π from the etalon-collection of joint moments of (a n ) ∞ n=1 , where π = { {1, 3}, {2}, {4} } ∈ P(4). In terms of the etalon-collection of joint moments, singleton-factorization property says that, when it comes to doing our book-keeping based on set-partitions, we may restrict our attention to partitions without singleton blocks.
Some concrete low-order formulas for α k 's, for even k: it is immediate that α 2 = α {1,2} = ϕ(a 2 1 ), while for k = 4 one finds that
The following proposition is an addendum to Theorem 2.4, where we see a precise description for the moments of the limit functional µ : C[X] → C, in the special case when our exchangeable sequence consists of centred elements. Note, in particular, that the functional µ is sure to be symmetric, in the sense that it has µ(X k ) = 0 for all odd k ∈ N. The proof of Proposition 3.5 goes precisely on the lines indicated in the comments following to the statement of Theorem 2.4 in the preceding section.
Proposition 3.5. Let (A, ϕ) be a * -probability space and let (a n ) ∞ n=1 be an exchangeable sequence of selfadjoint elements of A, such that (a n ) ∞ n=1 has the singleton-factorization property. We assume in addition that the a n 's are centred, i.e. that the common expectation
Let µ : C[X] → C be the limit functional from Theorem 2.4, and on the other hand let
Consequently, the generating function
is the exponential moment-generating function for µ.
Remark 3.6. Let (A, ϕ) be a * -probability space and let (a n ) ∞ n=1 be an exchangeable sequence of selfadjoint elements of A, such that (a n ) ∞ n=1 has the singleton-factorization property, but where we do not assume that the a n 's are centred. Theorem 2.4 applies, and gives a limit functional µ : C[X] → C for the s n 's defined in Equation (2.4). On the other hand we can still consider the generating function
same as we did in Proposition 3.5 -but f (z) will no longer be the exponential momentgenerating function of µ.
In order to resolve this issue, let us denote by α the common value of the ϕ(a n )'s, and let us consider the sequence of selfadjoint elements (b n ) ∞ n=1 where b n := a n − α, n ∈ N.
It is obvious that Theorem 2.4 applies to (b n ) ∞ n=1 as well, and yields the same limit distribution µ as for (a n ) ∞ n=1 . On the other hand, for the b n 's we can invoke Proposition 3.5 (since the b n 's have the properties that the a n 's had, and are moreover centred). We thus obtain that
where ( β k ) ∞ k=1 are the summed pairing-etalons for (b n ) ∞ n=1 .
The conclusion of the preceding paragraph is that we still have a handle on the exponential moment-generating function for µ, only that now we obtain it as the series
The goal of the present section is to put into evidence, in Proposition 3.9 below, a precise (and simple!) formula which relates the series f (z) from (3.4) and g(z) from (3.5) . This is useful because we do want, after all, to have a direct connection between the limit distribution µ and the sequence of summed pairing-etalons ( α k ) ∞ k=1 for the original sequence (a n ) ∞ n=1 we had started with. In the proof of Proposition 3.9 we will use a lemma, which in turn makes use of the following notation concerning pair-partitions. Notation 3.7. Let k ∈ N be even and let π be in P 2 (k).
(1) A subset T ⊆ {1, . . . , k} is said to be π-saturated when it is a union of pairs of π.
(2) Let ∅ = T ⊆ {1, . . . , k} be a π-saturated set. Let V 1 , . . . , V r be the pairs of π that are contained in T (hence r = |T |/2, and T = V 1 ∪ · · · ∪ V r ). We will use the notation
where u is the unique order-preserving bijection from T onto {1, . . . , |T |}.
Lemma 3.8. Let (A, ϕ) be a * -probability space, and let (a n ) ∞ n=1 (b n ) ∞ n=1 be exchangeable sequences of selfadjoint elements of A, such that
where λ is a real number. We assume that (a n ) ∞ n=1 and (b n ) ∞ n=1 have the singleton-factorization property. Let {α π | π ∈ ⊔ ∞ k=1 P(k)} and {β π | π ∈ ⊔ ∞ k=1 P(k)} be the etalon-collections of joint moments for (a n ) ∞ n=1 and (b n ) ∞ n=1 , respectively. For every even k ∈ N and π ∈ P 2 (k), one has
where the number α 1 appearing on the right-hand side of Equation (3.6) is the common expectation ϕ(a n ) of all the a n 's, while
[Note: the separate term (λ(α 1 +β 1 )) k/2 on the right-hand side of (3.6) could be incorporated in the sum over T , if we allowed for the possibility that T = ∅, with the convention that
Proof. We fix for the whole proof an even k ∈ N and a π ∈ P 2 (k) for which we will prove that (3.6) holds. We also fix a tuple I : {1, . . . , k} → N with Ker(I) = π. By definition, one has β π = ϕ(b I(1) · · · b I(k) ). Upon replacing b I(j) = a I(j) + λ for 1 ≤ j ≤ k and expanding the product (a I(1) + λ) · · · (a I(k) + λ), we arrive to a sum indexed by subsets A ⊆ {1, . . . , k}:
For the (non-commutative) product m∈A a I(m) appearing in (3.7), we make the convention that the factors are written in the increasing order of the numbers in A. Also, in the special case when A = ∅ we make the convention that this product is the unit of A. Now, for every subset A ⊆ {1, . . . , k} we consider the decomposition A = S(A) ⊔ T (A), where    S(A) := a ∈ A | a is paired by π with an element in {1, . . . , k} \ A , T (A) := a ∈ A | a is paired by π with an element in A .
Note that T (A) is a union of pairs of π, i.e. it is π-saturated. On the other hand, the singleton-factorization property allows us to "eliminate factors from S(A)", to obtain that
We substitute (3.8) into the sum on the right-hand side of (3.7), and we sort the terms according to what is T (A). This leads to
The first summation on the right-hand side of (3.9) includes the possibility that T = ∅, when we make the convention to read the quantity "α π| T " as "1". In order to conclude the proof, we are left to fix a π-saturated set T ⊆ {1, . . . , k} and to verify that
(Indeed, if (3.10) is used to evaluate the inside sum on the right-hand side of (3.9), then one obtains the formula (3.6) from the statement of the lemma.) In order to verify (3.10), let us spell out the procedure for constructing a set A ⊆ {1, . . . , k} such that
what we have to examine is what are the possible choices for S(A).
In order to get a set S that qualifies to be picked as "S(A)", what we have to do is this: consider the (k − |T |)/2 pairs of π which are not included in T , choose p of them (where 0 ≤ p ≤ (k − |T |)/2), and pick a point out of each of these p pairs, to be included in S. For a fixed p, the number of ways of making these choices is
and each of these choices gives an A with |S(A)| = p and |A| = p + |T |. This shows that the sum on the left-hand side of Equation (3.10) equals
Finally, an application of the binomial formula and some algebra give us that the latter sum is (λ(2α 1 + λ)) (k−|T |)/2 , as required.
We now arrive to the formula about behaviour under translation which was announced at the end of Remark 3.6. Proposition 3.9. Let (A, ϕ) and the sequences (a n ) ∞ n=1 and (b n ) ∞ n=1 in A be as in Lemma 3.8 (with b n = a n +λ for every n ∈ N). Let ( α k ) ∞ k=1 and ( β k ) ∞ k=1 be the sequences of summed pairing-etalons for (a n ) ∞ n=1 and (b n ) ∞ n=1 . Then the generating functions
are related by the formula
where α 1 and β 1 (the expectations of the a n 's and b n 's, respectively) are also picked from Lemma 3.8.
Proof. We will prove that the power series appearing on the two sides of Equation (3.11) have the same coefficients. Since on both sides of the equation we have even power series with constant term equal to 1, it will suffice to verify the equality of coefficients of order k for even k ∈ N, when what we have to prove is (3.12)
We will fix for the whole proof an even k ∈ N for which we will prove that (3.12) holds. We start from the formula β k = π∈P 2 (k) β π which defines β k , and we replace every β π as a summation over π-saturated subsets of {1, . . . , k}, in the way indicated in Lemma 3.8. Then we change the order of summation in the resulting double sum (3.13)
T is π−saturated · · · · · · so that the summation over T comes first; and moreover, we organize this summation over T according to what is j := |T |. We arrive to (3.14)
. . , k} with |T | = j such that T is π-saturated and π | T = ρ .
We next note that the factor "|U (ρ)|" that has appeared in the general term of the summation in (3.14) is in fact only depending on j. More precisely, we have
since the couples (π, T ) ∈ U (ρ) can be enumerated by first choosing T (in k-choose-j possible ways), then by choosing arbitrarily how we want the extension π of ρ to pair the j −k points in {1, . . . , k} \ T (which can be done in
ways). Thus the factor |U (ρ)| can be pulled out of the inside summation from (3.14), which leads to
A straightforward calculation with factorials (noting that
for even j ≤ k) then leads precisely to the required formula (3.12). Thus the statement of Proposition 3.9 can be rephrased by saying that: for an exchangeable sequence (a n ) ∞ n=1 with the singleton-factorization property, the product f (z)·e −α 2 1 z 2 /2 (with f and α 1 defined as in the statement of the proposition) is invariant under translations. This is non-trivial, since obviously neither f (z) nor e −α 2 1 z 2 /2 taken separately would have this property.
(2) In the special case when λ = −α 1 (hence β 1 = 0) we retrieve the situation discussed in Remark 3.6, where g(z) is the exponential moment-generating function for the limit functional µ in the CLT for (a n ) ∞ n=1 . The next corollary is thus making precise the direct formula, alluded to at the end of Remark 3.6, which relates µ to the summed pairing-etalons of (a n ) ∞ n=1 .
Corollary 3.11. Let (A, ϕ) be a * -probability space, and let (a n ) ∞ n=1 be an exchangeable sequence of selfadjoint elements of A which has the singleton-factorization property. Let µ : C[X] → C be the limit functional appearing in Theorem 2.4 for (a n ) ∞ n=1 . On the other hand let ( α k ) ∞ k=1 be the summed pairing-etalons for (a n ) ∞ n=1 , as introduced in Definition 3.3. Then one has
where α 1 is the common value of the expectations ϕ(a n ), n ∈ N.
4. An instance of exchangeable sequence in the framework of S ∞ Notation 4.1.
(1) Let S ∞ be the infinite symmetric group (as in (1.1) of the Introduction). We will write the permutations in S ∞ by using cycle notation, where we only indicate the cycles of length ≥ 2 of the permutation (it is implicitly assumed that all the numbers in N that are not indicated in the cycle notation are fixed points of the permutation in question). This convention was in particular used in Equation (1.3) of the Introduction, where we considered the star-transpositions γ n := (1, n + 1), n ∈ N.
(2) As mentioned in the Introduction, we will use the notation ||τ || for the minimal number of factors required in a factorization of τ into transpositions (and where, by convention, we have ||τ || = 0 if and only if τ is the identity permutation of N). Note that, as a consequence of the fact that the set of transpositions in S ∞ is invariant under conjugation, the map τ → ||τ || is constant on conjugacy classes of S ∞ .
(3) We will use the notation "#" for the number of cycles (including fixed points!) of a permutation τ ∈ S ∞ on a given invariant finite set. More precisely: if τ ∈ S ∞ and if A ⊆ N is a finite set such that τ (A) = A, then
denotes the number of orbits into which A is partitioned by the action of τ . This notation is useful for giving an alternative description of the number ||τ || reviewed in (2) above; indeed, it is easy to verify that one has the formula
holding for τ ∈ S ∞ and with A being any finite subset of N such that τ (b) = b for all b ∈ N \ A.
Notation 4.2.
For the group algebra C[S ∞ ] we will use a notation that is slightly different from that of the introduction, namely we will view C[S ∞ ] as a vector space which has a preferred linear basis {u τ | τ ∈ S ∞ }, and where we define a multiplication and * -operation via the requirements that 
It is immediate that ϕ has the trace property, i.e. that ϕ(ab) = ϕ(ba) for all a, b ∈ C[S ∞ ]; indeed, this boils down to checking that ||στ || = ||τ σ|| for all σ, τ ∈ S ∞ , and the latter equality follows from the fact that στ and τ σ belong to the same conjugacy class of S ∞ . It is also clear that ϕ satisfies the normalization condition ϕ(1) = 1; indeed, the unit of C[S ∞ ] is u e , with e being the identity permutation of N, therefore
Thus (C[S ∞ ], ϕ) can make a nice example of tracial * -probability space, provided that ϕ also enjoys the important positivity property that
The condition placed on q by (4.3) is found, quite interestingly, to hold if and only if q belongs to the subset
Indeed: in one direction, if q belongs to the set indicated in (4.4), then the positivity property of ϕ can be verified by putting into evidence some suitable representations of symmetric groups which are related to ϕ (for q = ±1/d, one looks at the action of permutations on words of finite length over the alphabet {1, . . . , d}). For a detailed presentation of how this goes, we refer the reader to [4] . Alternatively, one can invoke the well-known parametrization of Thoma (see e.g. Section 3 of the survey paper [10] ) for extremal characters of S ∞ : for q = 1/d, the positivity of ϕ follows from the fact that the map τ → (1/d) ||τ || is the extremal character of S ∞ parametrized by the Thoma double sequence (α n ; β n ) ∞ n=1 having α 1 = · · · = α d = 1/d, α n = 0 for n > d, and β n = 0 for all n ∈ N.
In the opposite direction, if q does not belong to the set indicated in (4.4), then the failure of ϕ to be positive can be seen via a direct argument. More precisely, one looks at the sequence of square matrices of size n! (n ∈ N) that would have to be non-negative definite if (4.3) was to hold, and observes some eigenvalues of these matrices which provide a contradiction. E.g. for q < 0, the eigenvalues to be observed are of the form
where such an eigenvalue can be factored as λ n = (1 + q)(1 + 2q) · · · (1 + (n − 1)q). The point we retain from the discussion in the preceding paragraph is that if we fix a d ∈ N, then we have a nice example
of tracial * -probability space, where ϕ d is the functional ϕ from Equation (4.2) in the special case q = 1/d. We will work in the framework of such a * -probability space. Let us mention here that choosing q = −1/d instead of q = 1/d would not change much the subsequent discussion, due to the fact that the characters of S ∞ corresponding to q = 1/d and q = −1/d only differ by a multiplication with the character τ → sign(τ ) on S ∞ . We also mention that the choice q = 0 out of the set of possible values of q indicated in (4.4) would make ϕ become the so-called "canonical trace" associated to the regular representation of S ∞ . In this case, as mentioned in Remark 1.3 above, the counterpart of our main Theorem 1.1 is a result obtained by Biane in [2] . In the * -probability space from (4.5) we have the remarkable sequence of selfadjoint elements (u γn ) ∞ n=1 which, as we next point out, satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.4. 
has the singleton-factorization property.
Proof.
(1) Consider, same as in Definition 2.1(1): a k ∈ N and two tuples I, J : {1, . . . , k} → N for which there exists a permutation τ ∈ S ∞ such that J = τ • I. We have to verify the equality
Let θ : N → N be defined by putting θ(1) = 1 and θ(n) = 1 + τ (n − 1) for n ≥ 2. It is immediate that θ ∈ S ∞ . For every 1 ≤ h ≤ k we have:
where at the second equality sign we used the fact that θ(1) = 1 and θ(I(h) + 1) = 1 + τ (I(h)) = 1 + J(h). From (4.7) we infer that
, and the required equality (4.6) follows from the fact that ϕ d has the trace property.
(2) Consider, same as in Definition 2.1(2): a k ∈ N, a tuple I : {1, . . . , k} → N and an index j ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that I(j) = I(ℓ) for all ℓ = j in {1, . . . , k}. We have to verify the equality
Consider the permutations (4.9)
where in the case j = 1 (respectively j = k) we make the convention that σ 1 (respectively σ 2 ) is the identity permutation. The required formula (4.8) then amounts to
So, after all, what we have to verify is a relation between two lengths:
It is convenient to replace this verification with the equivalent one that (4.10)
where the equalities ||σ 1 γ I(j) σ 2 || = ||γ I(j) σ 2 σ 1 )|| and ||σ 1 σ 2 || = ||σ 2 σ 1 || follow from the fact that || · || is constant on the conjugacy classes of S ∞ . In the case when σ 2 σ 1 is the identity permutation, the equality (4.10) holds trivially; so we will assume that σ 2 σ 1 is not the identity permutation, and we will consider the unique factorization
where p ≥ 1 and θ 1 , . . . , θ p are disjoint cycles of lengths ℓ 1 , . . . , ℓ p ≥ 2. In particular, this gives us the explicit formula (4.12)
(following for instance from Equation (4.1) in Notation 4.1(3)).
Our hypothesis "I(j) = I(ℓ) for all ℓ = j" implies that I(j) + 1 is a fixed point of σ 2 σ 1 , since it is fixed by all the transpositions in the products defining σ 1 and σ 2 . Hence I(j) + 1 is not included in any of the cycles θ 1 , . . . , θ p from (4.11). For furher discussion we consider two cases, according to whether the number 1 is or is not included in one of those cycles. Case 1. 1 is not a fixed point of σ 2 σ 1 , hence it is included in one of the cycles θ 1 , . . . , θ p . Since the product of cycles θ 1 , . . . , θ p is a commuting one, we may assume without loss of generality (by relabeling the cycles, if needed) that 1 appears in the cycle θ 1 . Then (4.13)
where γ I(j) θ 1 is a cycle of length 1 + ℓ 1 (cycling the numbers that were in θ 1 and the number I(j) + 1). The right-hand side of (4.13) is a disjoint cycle decomposition, and the counterpart of Equation (4.12) is thus
By comparing to the right-hand side of (4.12) we see that we got indeed 1 + ||σ 2 σ 1 ||, as required.
Case 2. 1 is a fixed point of τ , hence is not included in any of the cycles θ 1 , . . . , θ p . In this case, γ I(j) = (1, I(j) + 1) commutes with the cycles θ 1 , . . . , θ p , hence the factorization of γ I(j) · (σ 2 σ 1 ) into a product of disjoint cycles is just θ 0 θ 1 · · · θ p with θ 0 = γ I(j) . The counterpart of Equation (4.12) is thus
(ℓ r − 1), with ℓ 0 = 2, and the required equality (4.10) follows in this case as well.
Remark 4.5. In the proof of Proposition 4.4(1) we only used the fact that ϕ d has the trace property, but in (2) of that proposition we really need to use the specific form of ϕ d . In fact, by examining some natural factorizations of general permutations τ ∈ S ∞ into products of star-transpositions, it is easy to see that conversely: if ϕ : C[S ∞ ] → C is a linear functional with the trace property and if (u γn ) ∞ n=1 has the singleton-factorization property with respect to ϕ, then one must have ϕ(u τ ) = q ||τ || for all τ ∈ S ∞ , with q := ϕ(u γ 1 ). So the ϕ d 's considered in this paper are about as general as one can go, if the singleton-factorization property is to be used as a working hypothesis.
Remark and Notation 4.6. Due to Proposition 4.4, we know that Theorem 2.4 applies to the sequence (
the limit functional that appears in this special instance of the theorem. In the next section we will identify precisely what is µ d , via a connection to random matrices.
5. Connection to GUE matrices and description of the limit law µ d
Notation 5.1. In this section we use the framework considered in Section 4 and we fix, for the whole section, a d ∈ N. We consider the sequence of selfadjoint elements (u γn ) ∞ n=1 in the * -probability space (C[S ∞ ], ϕ d ) (same as in Proposition 4.4). We will reserve the notations
for the etalon joint moments and respectively for the summed pairing-etalons of this special sequence.
Remark and Notation 5.2. It will be useful to have a "canonical" way of following how the number α π depends on d, in the case when π is a pair-partition. We introduce a dedicated notation for this, in the way described as follows.
Let k = 2h be an even positive integer, and let π be a pair-partition in P 2 (2h). We consider the unique way of writing π in the form
Then let I : {1, . . . , 2h} → {1, . . . , h} be defined by putting
and let us consider the product of star-generators
Note that the etalon joint moment α π can be obtained as
Indeed, the tuple I from (5.2) has Ker(I) = π, hence
Remark 5.3. Let π ∈ P 2 (2h) and star(π) ∈ S ∞ be as in Notation 5.2. The product defining star(π) in Equation (5.3) has: two factors of γ 1 , two factors of γ 2 , . . . , two factors of γ h , and therefore can only move the numbers from {1, . . . , h + 1}. In order to motivate the subsequent discussion, it is instructive to get an idea of how star(π) acts on a j ∈ {1, . . . , h + 1}. We will look at a j = 1 (the case j = 1 is only slightly different from the others). Among γ 1 , . . . , γ h , the only transposition that actually moves j is γ j−1 , which appears in the product (5.3) on positions a j−1 and b j−1 (here the block V j−1 = {a j−1 , b j−1 } is as in the explicit writing of π from (5.1)). When we successively apply the factors γ I(2h) , γ I(2h−1) , . . . from (5.3) to j, the first time when j is actually moved thus occurs when we do
The value 1 is then immediately moved by the next factor (reading from right to left) in the product, γ I(b j−1 −1) , and there are several possible cases for how this can go:
In this case we get γ I(b j−1 −1) (1) = γ I(a j−1 ) (1) = γ j−1 (1) = j, and it follows that j is a fixed point of star(π), since none of the factors to the left of γ I(a j−1 ) in the product (5.3) can move j. 2 an ℓ ∈ {2, . . . , h + 1}. In this subcase we find that γ I(a i−1 ) (i) = γ i−1 (i) = 1, followed by γ I(a ℓ−1 ) (1) = γ ℓ−1 (1) = ℓ. At this point we can conclude that [star(γ)](j) = ℓ, because ℓ is no longer moved by the remaining factors (to the left of γ I(a ℓ−1 ) ) to be considered in the product (5.2).
Case 3-3. a i−1 = 1, and a i−1 − 1 = b ℓ−1 for an ℓ ∈ {2, . . . , h + 1}. In this subcase we find, same as in Case 3-2, that γ I(a i−1 ) (i) = 1, which is now followed by γ I(b ℓ−1 ) (1) = ℓ. But unlike in Case 3-2, in order to continue the discussion towards the determination of [star(π)](j), we need to make a further subdivision into subcases. Indeed, what we must do is look at the number a ℓ−1 < b ℓ−1 and break again into three subcases (which could be numbered as Cases 3-3-1, 3-3-2 and 3-3-3) according to whether a ℓ−1 = 1, or a ℓ−1 −1 = a m−1 for some m ∈ {2, . . . , h+1}, or a ℓ−1 −1 = b m−1 for some m ∈ {2, . . . , h+1}.
In order to convert the above discussion into a formal statement, we have to give names to two permutations of {1, . . . , 2h} which, upon examination, turn out to play a role in the discussion:
-the backward shift (this implicitly appeared in the discussion every time we looked at the "next factor on the left" in the product from (5.3));
-the permutation which has a 2-cycle for every pair in π (this permutation was implicitly used when we switched our attention from b i−1 to a i−1 in the discussion of Case 3, or when we switched from b ℓ−1 to a ℓ−1 in Case 3-3). We thus introduce some notation for these permutations. The next notation also records a natural convention for how to restrict permutations to subsets that aren't necessarily invariant. be a pair-partition in P 2 (2h). We will denote by perm π the permutation in S ∞ which fixes every ℓ > 2h and which acts on {1, . . . , 2h} via the prescription that
(2) For a k ∈ N (either even or odd) we will use the notation cyc 1→k for the permutation in S ∞ which fixes every ℓ > k and acts on {1, . . . , k} via the prescription that cyc 1→k (i) = i + 1, ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1} and cyc 1→k (k) = 1.
The inverse of cyc 1→k will be denoted as cyc k→1 ; this is the permutation in S ∞ which fixes every ℓ > k and acts on {1, . . . , k} via the prescription that cyc k→1 (1) = k and cyc k→1 (i) = i − 1, ∀ i ∈ {2, . . . , k}.
(3) Let τ be a permutation in S ∞ , and let A be a finite non-empty subset of N. We do not assume that A is invariant for τ , but let us note that there still exists a natural 2 The value of ℓ appearing here is sure to be such that ℓ = i, but it is not ruled out that we have ℓ = j.
In the latter case, the outcome of Case 3-2 is that j is a fixed point for star(π). bijection θ : A → A which one could call "permutation of A induced by τ ", and is described as follows.
Let a be a number in A. We look at the sequence of values v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v k , . . . in N obtained by putting
and we define θ(a) := v ko ∈ A where k o := min{k ∈ N | v k ∈ A}. (In order to argue that the set {k ∈ N | v k ∈ A} is sure to be non-empty, one can observe for instance that it is always possible to find a finite set B ⊆ N such that B ⊇ A and B is invariant for τ . This B breaks into a disjoint union of orbits for τ . The v k 's in (5.6) follow the orbit which contains a, and θ(a) is the first re-entry in A which is encountered along that orbit.)
We leave to the reader the (fairly straightforward but nevertheless tedious) job to verify that, upon re-reading and suitably expanding the multi-case discussion about "how to find out what is [star(π)](j)" from Remark 5.3, one arrives to the following formal statement.
Lemma 5.5. Let k = 2h be an even positive integer and let π = {V 1 , . . . , V h } be a pairpartition in P 2 (2h), where we write explicitly
. . , a h < b h and with 1 = a 1 < · · · < a h . We also put b 0 := 2h + 1. We consider two permutations θ 1 , θ 2 of sets of cardinality h + 1, as follows.
• On the one hand, let star(π) ∈ S ∞ be defined as in Equation (5.3) In the framework of the preceding lemma, it will be useful to also have on record the following observation.
Lemma 5.6. Consider the same notations as in Lemma 5.5 
. Suppose that R is an orbit of the permutation perm
Let us observe that, due to the convention of how a 1 , . . . , a h are chosen, we have the implication
By iterating this observation, we must eventually arrive to finding that a 1 ∈ R. But a 1 = 1, and perm π · cyc 2h+1→1 (1) = perm π (2h + 1) = 2h + 1 = b 0 . It follows that b 0 ∈ R, contradiction.
3 This is just a straightforward restriction to a finite invariant set -indeed, it was noticed in Remark 5.3
that the set {1, . . . , h + 1} is invariant for star(π). 4 Here we are dealing with an induced permutation in the sense of Notation 5.4 (3) . Note that a handy finite set which includes {b0, b1, . . . , b h } and is invariant for both perm π and cyc 2h+1→1 (hence for their product as well) is {1, 2, . . . , 2h + 1}.
We next review the GUE side of things, and in particular the probability distribution ν d which appears in the statement of Theorem 1.1.
Remark 5.7. (Review of GUE.)
Consider a collection of d 2 independent Gaussian random variables
on a probability space (Ω, F, P ), where the ξ i,j 's and η i,j 's are centred and have variances
Let L ∞− (Ω, F, P ) denote the algebra of complex random variables with finite moments of all orders on (Ω, F, P ), and consider the matrix M ∈ M d L ∞− (Ω, F, P ) with entries described as follows:
This M is what one calls a random d × d GUE matrix of variance 1. We will view it as a selfadjoint element in the * -probability space
is the linear map averaging the diagonal entries of a random matrix, and E : L ∞− (Ω, F, P ) → C is integration against dP . The distribution of M in the * -probability space from (5.7) is called the average empirical distribution of M , and is denoted in this paper by ν d . When viewed as a linear functional on C[X], the distribution ν d is thus determined by the fact that its moments are
It is useful to record that one has an explicit combinatorial formula for these moments, expressing them as summations over pair-partitions:
with perm π , cyc 1→k ∈ S ∞ as defined in Notation 5.4. Equation (5.8) implies in particular that all the moments of odd order vanish. For even moments, the first values are
For a detailed presentation of how the formula (5.9) is derived, see e.g. Section 2 of the survey paper [12] . On the other hand, ν d can be viewed as a bona fide probability measure with finite moments of all orders on R. In this guise, ν d is known to be absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, where moreover the density giving ν d can be written explicitly by using Hermite functions (as described for instance in Section 3.3 of [1] or in Section 2 of [7] ). For our purposes, it is useful to record the fact that the Laplace transform (equivalently, the exponential moment-generating function) of ν d is defined for all z ∈ C, and has the explicit formula
where Q d (z) is the polynomial defined by
5.8. Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let µ d : C[X] → C be the linear functional introduced in Notation 4.6. Corollary 3.11 gives us the formula
where the α k 's (cf. Notation 5.1) are summed pairing-etalons for (u γn ) ∞ n=1 , and we also took into account the fact that the common expectation of the elements
We will prove that the numbers α k are directly related to ν d of Remark 5.7, by
Note that Equation (5.13) will imply the convolution formula stated in Theorem 1.1. Indeed, (5.13) will imply that the right-hand side of Equation (5.12) is the exponential momentgenerating function of ν d . Since the left-hand side of Equation (5.12) is easily identified as the exponential moment-generating function of µ d * N (0, 1/d 2 ) and since (as is also easily checked) we are dealing with sequences of moments which grow slowly enough to ensure uniqueness of the underlying probability distributions, the required equality µ d * N (0, 1/d 2 ) = ν d will then follow. Equation (5.13) will be obtained as the consequence of a formula for the etalon joint moments α π . More precisely, we will prove that if k is an even positive integer and if π is a pair-partition in P 2 (k), then one has (5.14) α π = (1/d) (k+2)/2−#(perm π ·cyc 1→k |{1,...,k}) .
This implies (5.13) for even k; indeed, all we have to do is to sum over π ∈ P 2 (k) on both sides of Equation (5.14), where on the left-hand side we then invoke the definition of α k , while on the right-hand side we invoke the formula (5.8) for the moment of order k of ν d . Equation (5.13) also holds, trivially, for odd values of k, when both sides of the equation are equal to 0. For the remaining part of the proof we fix an even positive integer k = 2h and a pairpartition π ∈ P 2 (2h), for which we will prove that (5.14) holds. We consider the canonical writing π = { {a 1 , b 1 }, . . . , {a h , b h } } described in Remark 5.2 and we observe that if we write α π = (1/d) ||star(π)|| as in Equation (5.4) of that remark, then (5.14) amounts to || star(π) || = (h + 1) − # perm π · cyc 1→2h | {1, . . . , 2h} .
But Equation Verification that the right-hand side of (5.15 ) is equal to (5.16 ). Here we first observe the equality (5.17) # perm π · cyc 2h+1→1 | {1, . . . , 2h + 1} = # perm π cyc 1→2h+1 | {1, . . . , 2h + 1} , which is an immediate consequence of the fact that perm π is its own inverse. So it suffices to verify the equality between the right-hand side of (5.15) and the right-hand side of (5.17). The latter equality comes out of the following observation: the action of the permutation perm π · cyc 1→2h+1 is such that 2h → 2h + 1 → b 1 ; this shows that perm π · cyc 1→2h+1 | {1, . . . , 2h + 1} can be obtained by starting from perm π · cyc 1→2h | {1, . . . , 2h} and by inserting the number 2h + 1 in the cycle which contains 2h (from "(. . . , 2h, b 1 , . . .)", that cycle becomes "(. . . , 2h, 2h + 1, b 1 , . . .)"). It follows that perm π · cyc 1→2h+1 | {1, . . . , 2h + 1} and perm π · cyc 1→2h | {1, . . . , 2h} have the same number of orbits, as required.
5.9. Proof of Corollary 1.2. When we combine Equations (5.12) and (5.13) from the proof of Theorem 1.1, we find that
In this formula we then replace the exponential moment-generating function of ν d from (5.9) of Remark 5.7, and we arrive to the formula (1.6) stated in the corollary. · e −8t 2 /3 dt.
